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"Who wants to be definitely classified and pigeon-holed?
Nobody in our age."
—Henry Blake Fuller, 1896^

Henry Blake Fuller died on July 29, 1929 at the age of seventy-two. At the
height of his career as a novelist in the 1890s, he was considered the most
talented writer in the emerging genre of American realism—a gifted man
who would surely be remembered for his contributions to literature. How
ever, Fuller died in debt, struggling for over twenty years to find publishers
who would take interest in his work. His death went largely unnoticed out

side his circle of friends and his native dty of Chicago.^ A self-proclaimed
bachelor from a young age. Fuller's estate was left in the hands of his two
nieces who sold whatever could fetch a high enough price to pay off their
uncle's debts. The large bulk of Fuller's papers were ultimately purchasedby

Chicago's Newberry Library for preservation and, his nieces hoped, would
secure their uncle's place in history.

Yet you willbe hard-pressed to find Fuller's name on any syllabus survey
ing the history of American literature. Within the last decade, however, a

modest but growing number of scholars primarily working in LGBT studies
have turned their attention to Fuller. In 1896, after a roller coaster of career

successes and failures. Fuller published an anthology of twelve play-lets ti
tled The Puppet Booth, drawing inspiration from European symbolists like
Maurice Maeterlinck and Henrik Ibsen. One of these plays. At Saint Judas s,

concerns a Bridegroom who, minutes before his wedding, discovers that his
BestMan has tried numerous times to sabotage the engagement. The Bride

groom becomes enraged, insisting that the Best Man kill himself. What hap
pens nextin the play is a bit of a mystery. Fuller's detailed descriptions give
way to sudden brevity—all that can be certainly stated is that the play ends

Manuscript title page of Henry Blake Fuller's "At Saint Judas's" (1896). Photo Cour
tesy of The Newberry Library, Chicago.
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Ifshe has sinned, and sinned—^with me."^ insisting that his Bride will appear,

with the Bridegroom exchanging vows with his Bride, while a dead body lies

^the Bridegroom is directly confronted by his Best Man:

in a pool of blood in the church's sacristy.
Recent scholars have heralded At Saint Judas's as the earliest American

I am here and she will never be. You may wait, but you shall wait in

play to have a central gay theme.' In 2000, such proclamations led to Henry

vain. {He places his hand upon the other'sshoulder.) If she were to come, I

Blake Fuller's posthumous induction into the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall
ofFame, even though Fuller took great pains to guard his personal privacy

should not let her have you. She shall not have you. Nobody shall have

you. . . . Our friendship has been too long, too close, too intimate. It

during his life and never openly discussed his sexuality. The Newberry Li
brary accepted the award on his behalf, and have archived it in his papers
alongside the writer's worn Remington portable typewriter.^

shall not be destroyed; it shall not be broken. No one shall come be
tween us.^

IwTlth this pronouncement, the Bridegroom realizes it was his Best Man who

What evidence is there to justify claims that At Saint Judas's is a "gay

phad been trying to sabotage the wedding. While insisting that he will kill the

play," and what, if any, statement is Fuller making about homosexuality at
this particular moment? Hoping Fuller's manuscript atthe Newberry Library

[Best Man with his own hands, a procession of wheels and ringing chimes

offered some insight, I made myway to Chicago for a week of research. The
result, as I will explain, led to more questions than answers but also a

:'announce the arrival of the Bride to the church. The Best Man attempts to

.physically place his body between the Bridegroom and the path to the altar.

greater appreciation for what the 'tyrannical document can offer to scholars

;The Bridegroom, furious, exclaims "Stand aside. I hate you; I detest you; I
despise you; I loathe you." The BestMan, incredulous, responds "You loathe
I'me? I, who have done so much.. .." "You are not fit to live," proclaims the
•Bridegroom. "You are not fit to die. But die you shall. I shall not kill you.

of theatre and sexuality studies.

Before discussing the manuscript itself, however, a more detailed descrip

tion of the play may be necessary in order to understand the questions that

Iyou shall kill yourself. You shall do it now, and I shall see you do it. You

stem from it. In the sacristy ofthe church ofSt. Judas, the Bridegroom exalts
in the excitement of his impending nuptials, while his Best Man reacts with

I'have no other road to redemption."io

' What happens next is a bit of a mystery, and it is worth quoting in full.

constrained anxiety. We learn, through the Bridegroom's nostalgic re^iscences, that the two men are close. As soldiers, they fought together in the

;'The final stage directions read as follows;

deserts ofAfrica where both, at different times, saved each other s life. In the
time since, the two men have shared everything from clothes to each other s
confidences. Except, we learn, the Bridegroom was, for whatever reason, re
luctant to inform the Best Man ofhisengagement. Indeed, the Best Mandis
covers the Bridegroom's intentions because the two men share the same
bed, and the Bridegroom spoke of the marriage in his sleep.'

As the Bridegroom continues to dress, he recounts the difficulties he ex
perienced in the weeks leading up to the ceremony. An unknown person

The EIGHTH WINDOW. The Angelic Host trumpeting from the clouds, while

fj

Lucifer plunges headlong toward thePit: the wonder is that he canfall so long,
sofast, sofar.

When the BRIDEGROOM opens the door into the church, the BRIDE is seen

coming up the aisle, while the choirboys and the organ unite in a resounding
Gloria. Upon thefloorof thesacristy liesthe body ofa man in a poolof blood. As
the BRIDE and the BRIDEGROOM meet before the altar rail, the EIGHT WIN

has attempted to sabotage the wedding by spreading false rumors. The

DOWS, dappling thefloor of the sacristy with a thousand varied splotches of
color—(but there is one. broader and brighter than them all)r—shudder back

excessive gambler who cheats at his games, and a man who has engaged in
undefined premarital promiscuities. "I have indeed lived freely," the Bride

convulsively to their pristine selves.

Bridegroom has been accused of being a less-than-honorable soldier, an

groom mentions, "but who shaU say that I have seriously overpassed the
bounds?""'

. ,

Each accusation the Bridegroom describes is punctuated by one of eignt

stained glass windows whose figures come to life as if performing a non-hteral representation of the accusation being described. For example, as the

Bridegroom describes being accused of promiscuity, a window depicting 3
band of chaste young damsels" comes to life.7 The damsels, who had been
standing tall among a field of lilies, blush and hide their faces among ^
flowers.

,

.

Suddenly, a clock strikes noon and the Sacristan enters to announce tnai
the Bride has not come, and rumors are circulating in the church that she
will not arrive atall. With the Sacristan's exit, the Best Man, who has largely
been silent through the Bridegroom's remembrances, explains that he too

does not expea the Bride to come—that congregants in the church "say that

While embodying many traditional markers of a resolved ending. Fuller's
text raises several questions. After describing seven previous windows de
picting archetypal figures (knights, damsels, acolytes, etc.), why does Fuller
choose to specifically reference Lucifer? Is the Best Man meant to be re
flected in the figure of Lucifer's fall? Or the Bridegroom? What can we make

[ of the splotches of color—"one broader and brighter than them all"—shud-

rderingback convulsively to their pristineselves? After beingso descriptive of
events throughout the rest of the play, why doesn't Fuller describe the death

~that happens here? And is it significant that the Bridegroom and the Bride
3re named specifically in this last passage, yet the dead body on the floor is
itot specifically identified as the Best Man's?
Armed with many interpretations of this play,^^

still no closer to un

derstanding how At Saint Judas's could be affirmatively claimed as a "gay
play" or what Fuller was trying to accomplish by writing it, I headed to the

Newberry Library of Chicago, home to the largest single collection of Henry

Published Edition:

Blake Fuller's papers, including the bulk of his original manuscripts.
The crumbling, hand-written manuscript revealed many surprises com

Manuscript Edition:

When the BRIDEGROOM opens the

when the Bridegroom opens the

pared to its published counterpart. The first variation I noticed was the title,
which reads "At Saint Judas's: A Play for Marionettes." In fact, all twelve of
the plays include "A Play for Marionettes" in their title, which was removed
in each instance for the published manuscript. Fuller does not suggest how
the marionettes are meant to be used. In the case ol At Saint Judas's, are all of
the charaaers meant to be portrayed with puppets or just the windows?
How would the use of marionettes change the way an audience would relate
to the play, particularly if they were used to represent the Bridegroom and
Best Man? Apart from the title of the anthology—The Puppet Booth—why did
Fuller remove the reference to puppetry? Though some contemporary schol
ars have labeled At Saint Judas's as a closet drama, meant to be read and not

performed, the title at the veryleast suggests that Fuller considered the play

door to the church, the BRIDE is

door within the church, the bride is

seen coming up the aisle, while the
choir-boys and the organ unite in a
resounding Gloria. Upon the floor of
the sacristy lies the body of a man in
a pool of blood. As the BRIDE and

seen coming up the aisle, while the
choir boys and the organ unite in a
resounding Gloria. Upon the floor
of the sacristy lies the body of the
best man, in a pool of blood. As the

the BRIDEGROOM meet before the

bride reaches the alter rail, the

altar rail, the Eight Windows, dap
pling the floor of the sacristy with a
thousand varied splotches of color—
(but there is one, broader and
brighter than .them all)—shudder
back convulsively to their pristine

Eight Windows, dappling the floor
of the sacristy with a thousand
splashes of color, shudders back to
their proper selves.

selves.

to be performable.13

Just under the title, written at an angle in a space off to the side, is a short
epigraph from Dante's Infernoin the original Italian. The epigraph is included

in the published version along with an English language translation by
Longfellow: "... in the abyss which swallows up Judas with Lucifer." This
caught my eye mainly because it was written in darker ink, squeezed in as if
an afterthought. The line clearly relates to the depiction of Lucifer falling
into the pit described in the last window of the play, when the dead body ap
pears with no explanation.

In this particular scene from the Inferno, Dante described the circle of hell
reserved for those who betray the ones who care for them. Here, Lucifer, the
archangel, turned his back on God and was banished from heaven, Brutus
and Cassius whose betrayal led to the assassination of Julius Caesar, and

Judas Iscairot, whose kiss betrayed Jesus to the Romans. By including this
epigraph, the allusion to Judas in the title of the play, and the depiction of
the fall of Lucifer in the final window (which is described in place of what
ever murder/suicide happens in the sacristy). Fuller seems to be drawing a
parallel with the relationship of the Bridegroom and Best Man, Yet Fuller
makes it seem equally plausible that the Best Man could be either the be
trayer or the betrayed. The Best Man's perceived death at the end is fre
quently read as following in the Victorian tradition of killing the

sexual/moral deviate, and Fuller seems to be playing into this tradition while
also possibly—if not subtly—turning it on its ear by not actually depicting
the death, nor identifying the dead body as belonging to the Best Man. Thus,
as Christ was betrayed by Judas and then crucified, the Best Man could be
seen as a sacrificed man, a Christ-like figure, who, possibly, dies following
the Bridegroom's venomous betrayal of love.

I want to stress that Fuller's manuscripts—^published and unpublished—
do not favor one of these readings over another. What I am arguing is that
Fuller seems to be intentionally ambiguous, allowing the reader/audience to

There are three major differences between these two versions. First, in

the original manuscript, no mention is made that the Bridegroom meets the
Bride at the altar. Second, the "splotch" of color "broader and brighter than

[them air was added to the published text. Finally, the unnamed body de
scribed in the published text is identified specifically as the body of the Best
Man in the original manuscript. While the two manuscripts offer signifi
cantly different endings, paradoxically, what remains clear is Fuller's lack of

clarity in both manuscripts. Indeed, by not identifying the dead body in the
published edition. Fuller seems to be intentionally making it difficult for the
reader/audience to say "Ah, this is what happened. This is what this play is

about." Fuller is consistent with his obfuscation throughout the play—al
ways stopping just short of offering a moral judgment for or against the Best

Man's professed love, just short of creating a conclusive villain out of either

the Best Man or the Bridegroom, just short of depicting the play's climactic
death scene. AtSaintJudas's seems to offerimagery—through the windows,
through the allusions to Judas and Lucifer—which allows the reader/audi
ence to draw their own conclusions, as evidenced by the profusion of con
tradictory critical and academic studies of the work.
It seems my visit to the archive to see if Fuller's manuscript offered any

clarity into a play that has become so important to LGBT performance stud
ies, leads me to the conclusion that the play is intentionally unclear. If it
seems like I've led you through an archival mystery only to bring you to a

rather anti-climactic ending, then perhaps it is because of the waywe think

Pf approaching archival research. Can At Saint Judas's be classified as a "gay
play" when it seems Fuller is intentionally resisting classification? What is
Ae motivation behind the desire for some scholars to claim this play as gay?
'^hy is it that the relationships depiaed in this play are difficult to identify?
Because human sexuality, inall of its various constructions, will always push

find their own hero and villain within the story. This intentional ambiguity
is made all the more apparent when reviewing the final scene of Fuller s

^gainst terms like "gay" and "homosexual" which create the illusion that we

handwritten manuscript.

hon, it is not because of the tyranny of the document that withholds the

know what these terms mean. Ultimately, if the play resists such a classifica-

necessary details, but rather because of the tyranny of the scholar who in
sists on such an interpretation.

Failing to find clarity in a document's meaning should be a warning sign
for the scholar to stop and ask "what am I implicitly expecting ofthis docu
ment?" Rather than asking how this play fits into a teleological narrative of
gay American literature and drama, we can ask, for example, how this play
articulates different ways of thinking about love, loyalty and brotherhood in
Viaorian America. Thus, the ambiguity ofAtSaint Judas's becomes one of its
most interesting attributes—a queer play in the truest sense of the word.
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